**LEYLA - Retractor System**

- **42-280**: Ball and socket joint for fixation on operating table, 10 x 25 mm
- **42-285**: Holding rod for fixation
- **42-282**: Coupling head for 5 flexible arms max.
- **42-283**: Coupling head, turnable, alternative to 42-282
- **42-284**: Coupling head, laterally open, alternative to 42-282
- **42-280**: Flexible arm
- **42-270**: Holder for flat brain spatula
- **42-273**: Brain spatula
- **42-202**: Brain spatula
42-286 Ball and socket joint
   for fixation on operating table
   9 x 32 mm

42-285 Holding rod for fixation

42-282 Coupling head for 5 flexible arms max.

42-283 Coupling head, turnable, alternative to 42-282

42-284 Flexible arm

42-270 Holder for flat brain spatula

42-273 Brain spatula

42-202
Brain retractor, flexible, for flat spatula, with 1 flexible arm, complete, consisting of:

42-267  Fixation base for 1 flexible arm
42-270  Flexible arm only
42-273  Support for flat brain spatulas

Brain retractor, flexible, for flat spatula, with 2 flexible arms, complete, consisting of:

42-268  Fixation base for 2 flexible arms
42-270  Flexible arm only (2x)
42-273  Support for flat brain spatulas (2x)

Ear specula holder complete, consisting of:

42-270  Flexible arm only
42-266  Clamp for fixation on bars up to Ø 16 mm
42-275  Ear specula holder only
42-273 Support for flat brain spatula

42-274 Support for brain spatula with round shaft

42-268 Fixation for 2 arms at skull

42-267 Fixation for 1 arm at skull

42-266 Fixation base for 1 arm on bars up to Ø 16 mm